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Abstract
Object detection in low-light conditions remains a challenging but important problem with many practical implications. Some recent works show that, in low-light conditions,
object detectors using raw image data are more robust than
detectors using image data processed by a traditional ISP
pipeline. To improve detection performance in low-light
conditions, one can fine-tune the detector to use raw image
data or use a dedicated low-light neural pipeline trained
with paired low- and normal-light data to restore and enhance the image. However, different camera sensors have
different spectral sensitivity and learning-based models using raw images process data in the sensor-specific color
space. Thus, once trained, they do not guarantee generalization to other camera sensors. We propose to improve
generalization to unseen camera sensors by implementing a
minimal neural ISP pipeline for machine cognition, named
GenISP, that explicitly incorporates Color Space Transformation to a device-independent color space. We also
propose a two-stage color processing implemented by two
image-to-parameter modules that take down-sized image
as input and regress global color correction parameters.
Moreover, we propose to train our proposed GenISP under the guidance of a pre-trained object detector and avoid
making assumptions about perceptual quality of the image,
but rather optimize the image representation for machine
cognition. At the inference stage, GenISP can be paired
with any object detector. We perform extensive experiments
to compare our proposed method to other low-light image
restoration and enhancement methods in an extrinsic taskbased evaluation and validate that GenISP can generalize
to unseen sensors and object detectors. Finally, we contribute a low-light dataset of 7K raw images annotated with
46K bounding boxes for task-based benchmarking of future
low-light image restoration and low-light object detection.

1. Introduction
Recently, low-light object detection received increased
attention from researchers as a non-trivial problem in maDataset: https://github.com/igor-morawski/RAW-NOD
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Figure 1. The overview of our proposed method and visual results
of low-light object detection with an off-the-shelf object detector
trained on MS COCO [16] using input processed by a traditional
ISP pipeline (left) and our proposed neural ISP pipeline (right).

chine perception. Loh and Chan [18] have first shown that
deep low- and normal-light features belong to different clusters, i.e., deep ConvNets do not learn to normalize data w.r.t.
the lighting conditions. This shows that low- and normallight data are fundamentally different and that low-light image perception is challenging, hence requires special considerations. Although there are modalities that overcome
this limitation, visible-light cameras are cheaper, ubiquitous and perception using RGB images is relatively wellresearched. Furthermore, enabling effective low-light perception using visible-light cameras can extend the functionality of already existing systems employing camera sensors.
Most studies in the computer vision community use image data processed by an in-camera traditional Image Signal
Processor (ISP). However, Hong et al. [32] has shown that,
at least in low-light conditions, object detectors using raw
sensor data perform better than detectors using sRGB data
processed by a traditional ISP pipeline. As noted by Chen
et al. [2], traditional ISP pipelines are typically not tuned
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to process low-light data, and thus they fail in extreme lowlight conditions. This observation might explain the result
of Hong et al. [32]. Although it is easy to leverage the advantages of raw data by training an object detector on a dedicated dataset, this strategy has limited applicability in real
life. Most importantly, there is a lack of dedicated low-light
object detection datasets using raw sensor data. Moreover,
because raw image data is typically in a sensor-specific rawRGB color space, a detector trained for a specific sensor is
not likely to generalize to other camera sensors.
An alternative approach is to process low-light data by
a dedicated low-light restoration and enhancement method
such as [2, 11, 12]. However, most neural ISP methods
use raw image data in the raw-RGB color space, and thus
implicitly learn Color Space Transformation (CST) that
maps the sensor-specific raw-RGB color space to a deviceindependent color space. Hence, they have limited generalization capability to camera sensors other than the one used
during the training. This is a major limitation in practice,
as these models typically need paired well-lit ground-truth
data that is difficult to collect. Moreover, most low-light
restoration and enhancement methods produce images visually pleasant for the Human Visual System (HVS). As a
consequence, they may not be optimal for machine vision.
In contrast with previous works, we propose to train a
neural ISP pipeline, named GenISP, under the guidance of
a pre-trained object detector. In this way, we make no assumptions about the processed image, and we do not need
paired well-lit ground-truth data. Next, we propose to integrate CST matrices provided in raw data files into our
proposed neural ISP pipeline to avoid implicit learning of
a CST and for better generalization to unseen camera sensors. Moreover, we introduce expert knowledge into the
neural ISP pipeline by proposing a two-stage color correction implemented by image-to-parameter network. We
present extensive task-based experiments that show that our
proposed method can outperform related restoration and enhancement methods while maintaining computational efficiency. Furthermore, we validate capability to generalize
to unseen camera sensors, even when CST matrices are not
available, and improving the performance of detectors other
than the one employed in training.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a framework for training a neural ISP
model for low-light image restoration and enhancement with an object detection dataset. Our minimal ISP pre-processing pipeline explicitly incorporates
Color Space Transformation (CST) matrices available
with raw files, instead of encoding CST implicitly.
This helps improving the capability to generalize to
unseen sensors and eliminate the need for re-training
for each camera model.

• We propose a two-stage color correction implemented
by two image-to-parameter modules: ConvWB and
ConvCC. The two modules introduce expert knowledge about ISP and improve the detection results both
when CST matrices are available and unavailable.
• We validate in an extensive experimental study that
once trained, the proposed model, GenISP, generalizes well to unseen datasets, camera sensors, brightness levels and object detectors.
• We contribute a dataset of 7K raw images collected
using two cameras, Sony RX100 (3.2K images) and
Nikon D750 (4.0K), and bounding box annotations of
people, bicycles and cars. The dataset is publicly available for task-based benchmarking of future low-light
image restoration and low-light object detection.

2. Related Work
Our work is at an intersection of low-light image restoration and enhancement, neural ISPs and low-light object detection. We first give an overview of related work in lowlight object detection and motivation for using raw data.
Next, we give an overview of deep ISPs that can be used
for adapting raw data into a representation suitable for pretrained off-the-shelf object detectors.

2.1. Low-Light Detection
Low-light object detection from sRGB data. In recent
years, low-light face and object detection have received the
attention of researchers as a separate problem [13,18,19,31]
rather than a subtask of object detection. Loh and Chan [18]
have shown that ConvNets do not learn to normalize image
data with respect to the lighting conditions, i.e., features extracted from low- and normal-light data belong to different
data clusters. Morawski et al. [19] have shown that low
light conditions, based on the proportion of visible object
edges, can be regarded as a spectrum of conditions ranging from extreme low-light conditions (difficult for machine
perception) to non-extreme low-light conditions (relatively
easy for machine perception). Further, Morawski et al. [19]
proposed to include an image enhancement module into the
object detection framework to produce image representation optimal for machine perception. Similar difficulties exist in face detection. Liang et al. [13] proposed a detector
based on generation of multi-exposure images from a single image. Wang et al. [29] proposed a joint high-low level
adaptation to address high and low-level domain gaps by
integrating low-level enhancement, darkening and feature
adaptation. Moreover, the results of a comparative study
presented by Wang et al. [29] suggests that enhancementbased methods improve detection results more than unsupervised domain adaptation methods. However, these prior
works do not study the advantages of raw sensor data, a
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Figure 2. Dataset variety. Or dataset consists of over 7K raw images collected using two cameras, Sony RX100 and Nikon D750,
and bounding box annotations of people, bicycles and cars. It
shows a variety of low-light conditions in an unconstrained environment: ranging from extreme photon-limited conditions to less
challenging conditions with artificial lighting.

more robust image representation in low light conditions.
Low-light object detection from raw data. Recently,
low-light object detection using raw sensor data has been
proposed as a modality more robust against low illumination changes. As showed by Hong et al. [32], detectors using raw sensor data perform significantly better than
detectors using sRGB data processed by a traditional ISP
pipeline. However, raw sensor datasets are difficult to
collect, store and annotate. To overcome this bottleneck,
some works propose to leverage the abundance of labelled
normal-light data [32] [25]. Hong et al. [32] proposed a
framework synthesizing low-light raw sensor data by unprocessing normal-light sRGB data and a low-light recovery
module. Sasagawa and Nagahara [25] proposed glue layers
for domain adaptation by synthesizing darkened latent features from normal-light sRGB data processed by traditional
ISPs. In contrast with these methods, we propose a neural
ISP that adapts raw image data into representation optimal
for machine cognition so that a pre-trained object detector
can be used without any need for fine-tuning or re-training.

2.2. Deep ISPs
Deep learning methods have been applied to develop
learning-based ISPs to process raw sensor data into sRGB
images. A relatively simple deep learning model can replace traditionally hand-crafted ISP solutions composed of
many separate processing steps, typically demosaicing, denoising, white balancing and color correction, contrast enhancement, to name a few. Moreover, each ISP pipeline
step is a research topic on its own. Unlike traditional
ISP pipelines that require expert knowledge and special efforts in tuning to the camera model, a learning-based solution can leverage paired training data to learn an optimal ISP that performs many processing steps in a joint way
[14, 17, 22, 30]. Moreover, deep ISPs have been proposed
for mobile cameras [7, 26] to leverage the computational
power of mobile phone platforms and close the gap between

small mobile camera sensors and large DSLR camera sensors. Deep ISPs also have been proposed to learn joint image restoration and low-light image enhancement [2,11,12].
Deep ISPs for low-light image restoration. Traditional
ISP pipelines are not well-suited for low-light and photonlimited conditions and often break down in those scenarios. Furthermore, traditional ISPs introduce errors and irreversible loss of information in images. Thus enhancement methods applied on images processed by traditional
ISPs are not suitable for extreme low light conditions. Motivated by this, Chen et al. [2] proposed to use an end-to-end
network to restore and enhance low-light images and contributed the See-in-the-Dark (SID) dataset of paired lowlight and well-lit data of indoor and outdoor scenes. However, their proposed method requires a ground-truth amplification ratio applied to the input before processing data,
which is not available in most real-life scenarios. Lamba et
al. [11] proposed LLPackNet for lightweight low-light image restoration with a neural amplifier to overcome the limitation of Chen et al. [12] and UnPack operation for up- and
down-sampling data for improved color restoration. However, this neural amplification module is prone to introducing visually disturbing artifacts. Motivated by this, Lamba
and Mitra [12] introduced an amplifier based on exponential binning that can be used with any restoration network.
Lamba and Mitra [12] further proposed a light-weight architecture for image restoration by leveraging architectural
parallelism. Lamba and Mitra [12] have also proposed improving Residual Dense Block that processes both rectified and non-rectified feature maps for a better information flow in extremely low-light images. However, most
related methods propose to train the restoration model using data in the sensor-specific raw-RGB color space. In
this setup, the model implicitly learns Color Space Transformation (CST) to map the sensor-specific color space to
the device-independent sRGB color space. Thus, the generalizability of models trained in this setup is poor. Furthermore, these works focus on improving perceptual quality
and thus use datasets of paired low- and normal-light images. In contrast, we focus on improving task performance
by generating images optimal for machine cognition, using
low light raw data annotated with bounding boxes.

3. Our Dataset
We collected a dataset of outdoor images under low-light
conditions using two cameras: Sony RX100 VII and Nikon
D750. The dataset consist of 7K raw images (3.2K using
Sony RX100 VII and 4.0K using Nikon D750) annotated
with bounding boxes for 46K instances of people, bicycles
and cars. As shown in Fig. 2, the dataset presents a variety of low-light scenes in an unconstrained environment.
Throughout the paper, we refer to the Sony subset as our
Sony, and to the Nikon subset as our Nikon. The dataset
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Figure 3. GenISP consists of a minimal ISP pipeline, two image-to-parameter modules and a shallow ConvNet. The proposed model,
GenISP, is trained under the guidance of a pre-trained object detector with fixed weights without any paired or unpaired ground-truth
well-lit data. The two proposed image-to-parameters modules ConvWB and ConvCC integrate expert knowledge inspired by traditional
ISP pipeline and take a down-sized image as an input and regress parameters for global white balance (WB) and color correction (CC),
respectively. Color-corrected image is then enhanced by a shallow ConvNet. The architecture makes for a small number of trainable
parameters and a small count of operations that contribute to a short training time and efficient processing.

is publicly available at the project website for benchmarking of future methods targeting object detection in low-light
conditions.

4. Proposed Method
We propose a neural ISP called GenISP for low-light image restoration and enhancement, shown in Fig. 3. Our neural ISP can be trained under the guidance of a pre-trained
object detector to produce image representation optimal for
machine cognition. It can adapt raw data in a sensor-specific
color space to image representation optimal for the detector.
By training under the guidance of an object detector with
fixed weights, we eliminate any need for paired or unpaired
low-light and normal-light ground-truth data, which can be
difficult and laborious to collect.
Our motivation is to develop a neural ISP that can adapt
raw sensor data into a representation suitable for any pretrained off-the-shelf object detector. Thus, our GenISP is a
minimal ISP that can help leveraging the advantages of raw
data without fine-tuning the detector to a specific sensor.
The proposed method, shown in Fig. 3, consists of a
minimal pre-processing pipeline (packing and Color Space
Transformation), a two-step color processing stage realized
by image-to-parameter modules: ConvWB and ConvCC;
and a non-linear local image enhancement by a shallow
ConvNet. Different from methods following SID [2], our
method does not require an externally specified amplification ratio or an external amplifier as in [12]. Rather, our
method relies on the two modules ConvWB and ConvCC,
as well as the design of the shallow ConvNet (by using InstanceNorm layers) to adjust brightness levels.

4.1. Color Space Transformation (CST)
Most related restoration methods take packed raw data
in the sensor-specific color space as an input and process

data in an end-to-end fashion into an sRGB representation. In contrast, we propose to take advantage of Color
Space Transformation (CST) matrices that map the sensorspecific color space (raw-RGB) to a device-independent
color space (CIE XYZ). We first average green channels
from the packed representation and then apply the available CST matrix. Hence, our model can better generalize
to unseen camera sensors because it operates on data in a
device-independent color space. CST matrices are available in most cameras and are included in the metadata of
raw files. However, some camera manufacturers implement
a minimal ISP pipeline, e.g. in machine vision. The following modules, ConvWB and ConvCC, can help adapt the
colour space in such a case.
Because typical image restoration methods use longexposure images processed by a traditional ISP pipeline,
they also implicitly use CST matrices by encoding CST
in the network weights. In contrast with that, we propose
to use CST matrices explicitly. In this way, our GenISP,
trained on data from an arbitrary camera sensor, can be easily used with any other camera sensor.

4.2. Neural Color Processing
We propose to integrate expert knowledge from traditional ISP pipeline by introducing a two-stage color processing consisting of white balancing and color correction.
Inspired by Spatial Transformer Networks [8], we propose
two modules, ConvWB and ConvCC, that take a downsized image as input and regress color transformation parameters, and apply the transformation to the image.
ConvWB predicts gain for each color channel of the input and controls to adjust global illumination levels and
white balance of the image. Regressed weights wii of a
3 × 3 diagonal WB matrix are applied to the image as in a
traditional ISP pipeline:
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ConvCC takes the image corrected by ConvWB as an
input and maps its color space to a color space optimal for
a shallow ConvNet at the end of GenISP. Similarly to white
balancing, color correction can be expressed as:
 ′ 
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Although white balancing and color correction are realized by linear operators and can be combined by multiplying matrices in Eq. 1 and 2, we opt to keep the operations
separate. We hypothesize that keeping the two modules separate can improve the optimization, as ConvWB matrix has
less degrees of freedom and can perform a rough color correction. In this way, ConvCC module can be realized by a
module with a smaller capacity.
The architecture of the two modules is shown in Fig. 3
and is identical except for the number of units in the last
layer of the MLP, 3 and 9, respectively.

4.3. Training
Unlike most low-light image enhancement and restoration methods, our neural ISP does not require paired or
unpaired low-light and ground-truth normal-light data for
training. Instead, our neural ISP is trained end-to-end under the guidance of an object detector. We pair a randomly
initialized GenISP and a pre-trained object detector, and fix
the detector’s weights. In our experiments, we use a singlestage RetinaNet [15]. The total loss is composed of classification and regression loss:
Ltotal = Lcls + Lreg .

Lwb =

(3)

As for our experiments, we use RetinaNet as the detector
for guiding GenISP during the training, so the classification
loss is implemented by α-balanced focal loss [15] and regression loss by smooth-L1 loss. In contrast to prior works,
we propose a minimal ISP for machine cognition rather than
HVS. Thus, we make no constraints on the intermediate or
processed image representation. In our experimental exploration, we found that intermediate loss terms to supervise
the enhanced image Ienh representation hurt the final performance of the ISP in a task-based detection evaluation.
However, we observe than when trained with an object
detection dataset without any constraints, GenISP reduces
color saturation and loses colors not important for discrimination of objects in the dataset. If keeping the colors is
important, an additional loss term can be employed:

c
where Jenh
is an average intensity of the enhanced image
Ienh at color channel c. This loss term inspired by grayworld hypothesis encourages the model to balance the average intensity between each color channel. Similar losses
were used in [4] and [27]. In this case, the total loss becomes:
Ltotal = Lcls + Lreg + λwb Lwb .
(5)
We show the quantitative results of adding WB term in Fig.
5.
The small number of trainable parameters and a small
count of operations required to process an image (see Tab.
2 in Sec. 5) contribute to a short training time which makes
fine-tuning for a custom sensor a feasible option.

5. Experimental Results
Since we aim to improve detection results in challenging low-light conditions, we evaluate our neural ISP in an
extrinsic task-based evaluation using standard object detection metrics (mean Average Precision, mAP). In our paper,
we focus on developing a neural ISP that produces images
optimal for machine cognition rather than the Human Visual System (HVS). In contrast with most related work, we
do not impose any constraints on how the adapted image
should look. Thus, we do not assess perceptual quality or
similarity to normal-light reference data, even if available.
We train using Sony RX100 (Bayer sensor, 5496×3672)
from our dataset and report our results on the same sensor as well as other camera sensors for testing cross-sensor
generalization. The other sensors are: Nikon D750 (Bayer
sensor, 3968×2640) in our dataset, Sony α7S II (Bayer sensor, 4256 × 2848) in the SID dataset [2] and Nikon D3200
DSLR camera (Bayer sensor, 6034×4012) in the PASCALRAW [20] dataset.
Bounding box ground truth is available for our Sony, our
Nikon and PASCALRAW [20]. Different to these datasets,
the See-in-the-Dark (SID) dataset [2] is an image restoration benchmark and has no image annotations. Instead, it
consists of short- and long-exposure paired raw image data,
where long-exposure data is used as ground-truth for image restoration. We follow Lamba and Mitra [12] and for
each short-exposure image, we detect objects from its longexposure ground-truth image using Faster R-CNN [23], and
retain predictions with a confidence score over 70% for
pseudo ground truth. A similar evaluation methodology was
also used by Sasagawa and Nagahara [25].

5.1. Implementation Details
We implement our method using Open MMLab Detection Toolbox [3] and PyTorch [21] running on a single
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Tested on

Input
type

JPEG
Our Nikon
RAW

Method
Baseline (Traditional ISP)
Histogram Equalization
LIME [5]
Zero-DCE [4]
Zero-DCE [4]
Lamba and Mitra [12]
Histogram Equalization
SID [2]
Lamba and Mitra [11]
Our

Trained on
Our Sony
SICE [1]
SID Sony
SID Sony
SID Sony
Our Sony

Detection eval. (↑)
AP50
AP75
AP
41.6% 19.5%
21.2%
36.9% 16.1%
18.5%
41.2% 19.1%
20.7%
40.7%
18.5%
20.5%
42.4%
19.7%
21.4%
did not generalize
40.3% 19.0%
20.5%
44.5% 21.8%
22.9%
45.5% 21.2%
23.0%
47.0% 23.4% 24.5%

Table 1. Cross-sensor (cross-dataset) extrinsic evaluation of enhancement and restoration methods. We use Average Precision (AP ) to
evaluate the detection performance at different IoU thresholds, i.e., IoU = .50, .75 and 0.50 : 0.95 denoted by AP50 , AP75 and AP ,
respectively. We hypothesize that the poor performance of methods using JPEG data is caused by propagation of errors made by the
traditional ISP pipeline. Because there are currently no datasets with ground-truth well-lit images and bounding box annotation at the same
time, we compare all methods in a cross-dataset setup for a fair comparison. Baseline denotes traditional ISP pipeline using RawPy [24].

Tested on
Our Nikon

Input
type
JPEG
RAW

Method
Baseline (Traditional ISP)
SID [2]
Lamba and Mitra [12]
Our

Trained on
SID Sony
SID Sony
Our Sony

Parameters (M) (↓)
7.7
0.78
0.12

GMACs (↓)
562
60
61

AP (↑)
22.2%
22.9%
23.0%
24.5%

Table 2. Comparison to the state-of-the-art neural ISP methods for low-light image restoration. Detection performance is reported in a
cross-sensor (cross-dataset) setup. Traditional ISP pipeline is implemented using RawPy [24].

Tesla-V100 32GB GPU. We train the proposed restoration
model under the guidance of RetinaNet [15] with ResNet50 [6] as the backbone. We freeze all parameters of RetinaNet and optimize GenISP using Adam [10]. We train for
15 epochs, and set the batch size to 8, learning rate to 1e−2
initially and decrease it to 1e−3 and 1e−4 at the 5th and
10th epoch, respectively. During training and testing, we
resize the images to a maximum size of 1333 × 800 and
keep the image aspect ratio. In ConvWB and ConvCC, we
resize input to 256 × 256 using bilinear interpolation. In the
case of raw data, we first pack raw data into 4 color channels (RGGB) before resizing. Besides geometric transformations for object detection, we apply brightness and contrast augmentation to the training data. Training using our
Sony RX100 dataset in this setup takes only 1.5 hours. The
short training time as well as low number of epochs is associated with a low number of trainable parameters (0.12M)
and a simple architecture. All experiments in the paper use
a model trained on Our Sony in the setup detailed above.

5.2. Quantitative Comparison
First, we evaluate and compare the proposed method and
related low-light enhancement and restoration methods. We
perform an extrinsic, task-based evaluation to study how
the restoration and enhancement modules improve the performance of an off-the-shelf pre-trained object detector. A
similar evaluation methodology was used in [29].

For a fair comparison, we perform the study in a crosssensor setup and fine-tune using our Sony if possible. Because our framework uses object detection annotation rather
than paired short- and long-exposure data, it was not possible to compare the models directly using the same training
data. For methods using sRGB data, denoted by JPEG, we
process raw data using an open-source ISP pipeline RawPy
[24], showed in Fig. 2. We used RawPy rather than incamera ISPs, as in-camera ISPs of our Sony and Nikon implement geometric transformation, and because of that raw
and JPEG images using in-camera ISP would differ. As for
SID [2], it requires an externally set pre-amplification ratio,
e.g., based on the proportion of exposure times of shortexposure low-light image and long-exposure ground-truth
image, not available in our dataset. We experimentally determined the pre-amplification ratio to be 100 and apply it
to all images in our dataset. For histogram equalization, we
separately equalized each channel of images processed by a
traditional ISP pipeline (denoted by JPEG) and raw images
(denoted by RAW). As for raw histogram-equalized images,
we averaged green channels so that the resulting image can
be processed by an unaltered object detector.
In Tab. 1 we show the results of the evaluation using a
pre-trained RetinaNet [15] with ResNet-50 [6] as the backbone. The performance of the detector using JPEG data deteriorates when using low-light enhancement methods. We
hypothesize that this is because enhancement methods fur-
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ther propagate errors made by the traditional ISP pipeline,
which is not well-suited to processing low-light images. On
the other hand, learning-based ISP methods (denoted by
RAW) improve the results of the detector.
Further, in Tab. 2 we show comparison to other state-ofthe-art neural ISP methods for low-light imaging in terms
of performance and computational efficiency. GenISP improves the detection results while maintaining attractive
computational efficiency, comparable to Lamba and Mitra [12] that targeted light-weight real-time restoration.

5.3. Cross-Dataset and -Sensor Generalization
Next, we validate the generalization capabilities of our
proposed method in a cross-dataset and cross-sensor setup.
In Tab. 3 we report the results of the task-based evaluation: we trained on our Sony RX100 dataset and tested on
datasets as reported in the table. Our proposed method improves the detection results across all tested datasets (sensors) in both low-light and normal-light conditions. Thus,
our proposed method, once trained on a low-light dataset,
can be used with different sensors and is not constrained to
low-light conditions.

Low-light
Normal-light

Our Sony
Our Nikon
SID Sony [2]
PASCALRAW [20]

AP (↑)
Baseline
Ours
21.1%
25.7%
22.2%
24.5%
21.2%
22.6%
37.4%
39.6%

Table 3. Generalizability of our proposed method. We pair our
proposed model trained on our Sony RX100 dataset with a pretrained off-the-shelf object detector and report object detection results. Our proposed method improves detection results across all
tested sensors in both low- and normal-light conditions. Baseline
denotes traditional ISP pipeline using RawPy [24].

Two-stage
Single-stage

Table 4. Cross-model evaluation of our proposed method. Once
trained under the guidance of an object detector (here RetinaNet
[15]), our proposed module can be paired with a variety of detectors to improve detection results under low-light conditions. Baseline denotes traditional ISP pipeline using RawPy [24].
Baseline
Ours
Baseline
Ours

Backbone
ResNet-50 [6]
ResNet-50 [6]
ResNet-101 [6]
ResNet-101 [6]

# Param. (M) (↓)

GFLOPs (↓)

37.96
+0.12
56.95
+0.12

61.22
+3.3
80.7
+3.3

AP (↑)
21.1%
25.7%
22.5%
25.9%

Table 5. Effect of using a deeper backbone in the detector on detection results under low-light conditions. Our proposed method is
a more effective strategy for improving detection results than using a deeper backbone. Baseline denotes traditional ISP pipeline
using RawPy [24].

is a more effective strategy, as it adds less complexity and
fewer additional model parameters.

5.5. Ablation Study
Finally, to validate the need of all proposed modules in
the proposed method, we perform an ablation study in a
cross-sensor setup. We train 4 variations of the proposed
restoration model on our Sony and test on the SID Sony [2].
We report the results of this study in Tab. 6.
Shallow
ConvNet
✓
✓
✓
✓

5.4. Cross-Detector Generalization
To validate that our proposed method, once trained under
the guidance of an object detector, can improve the detection results of many object detectors, we perform a crossdetector evaluation. We trained our proposed restoration
method under the guidance of RetinaNet [15] with ResNet50 [6] and tested it when paired with other detectors. As
can be seen in Tab. 4, the detection performance is generally improved across all tested detectors.
Further, in Tab. 5, we study the effect of using a deeper
backbone in the detector. A deeper backbone can extract
higher-quality features and provide more robustness due to
the higher model capacity. In contrast with this strategy, we
propose to use raw image data and restore it using a neural ISP, so that the backbone can extract features from a
higher-quality input. As witnessed by higher mAP values,
our proposed restoration module improves the detection results more than using a deeper backbone. Additionally, it

Faster R-CNN [23]
FCOS [28]
RetinaNet [15]
PAA [9]

AP (↑)
Baseline
Ours
20.6%
25.1%
18.7%
19.2%
21.1%
25.7%
21.8%
25.8%

ConvWB

ConvCC

✓
✓

✓
✓

AP (↑)
w/ CST mtx.
w/o CST mtx.
21.2%
21.7%
17.5%
21.2%
19.2%
21.2%
20.7%
22.6%
21.2%

Table 6. Ablation study in two setups: with and without Color
Space Transform (CST) matrix. CST matrices are provided in
metadata of raw files. However, camera manufacturers sometimes
implement a minimal ISP pipeline without CST. In such case, our
method is also effective at improving detection results.

When Color Space Transform (CST) matrices are available, our proposed modules ConvWB and ConvCC do not
improve the detection results unless employed together. We
hypothesize that, in this setup, color correction is less obvious and while ConvWB is not enough for improving the detection results, ConvCC has too many degrees of freedom to
accurately predict color correction parameters. When employed together, ConvWB and ConvCC improve the detection results. On the other hand, when CST matrices are not
available, ConvWB and ConvCC improve the detection results when employed together or separately. Overall, our
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Figure 4. Qualitative results. Paired with a pre-trained object detector, our proposed neural ISP improves the detection results in challenging
low-light conditions. Top row: traditional ISP + RetinaNet (pre-trained on MS COCO [16]), bottom row: our proposed neural ISP + the
same RetinaNet checkpoint (MS COCO [16]).

tion for this improvement is that averaging color channels
reduces noise. However, if retaining color information is
important for an application, GenISP can be trained with an
additional gray-world hypothesis loss term as in Eq. 4, as
shown in Fig. 5.

6. Conclusion

Figure 5. Results of GenISP without (left) and with (right) grayworld hypothesis loss in Eq. 4.

proposed modules can improve the detection results and are
more important when CST matrices are unavailable, which
is the case when the camera manufacturer implements only
a minimal ISP, e.g., in machine vision.

5.6. Qualitative Results
In Fig. 4, we show qualitative results of our method by
visualizing detection results with confidence score over 0.5.
We pair our GenISP with an object detector, RetinaNet [15]
with ResNet-50 [6] as the backbone trained on MS COCO
[16]. Our GenISP improves the detection performance by
improving confidence scores and object localization quality.
In comparison with the traditional ISP, GenISP reduces
the saturation of the processed images. Strong colors important for discrimination in our dataset, such as red car
and bike lights, are still clearly present in the produced images. We hypothesize that color information is not crucial
for discrimination in our dataset which is limited to a small
number of classes. To confirm the hypothesis, we test the
baseline model (pre-trained RetinaNet) on our Sony (JPEG)
and its grayscale version, and obtained the following results: 21.1% vs 21.8%, respectively. A possible explana-

We presented a new neural ISP method GenISP for lowlight image restoration. Our proposed method processes
raw sensor image data into sRGB image representation optimal for machine cognition rather than the Human Visual
System (HVS). GenISP is trained under the guidance of
a pre-trained object detector to avoid making any assumptions about how the enhanced image should look and eliminate the need for paired low- and normal-light ground-truth
data. Moreover, in contrast to related works, we propose
to take advantage of Color Space Transform (CST) matrices available in raw files and perform restoration and enhancement in a device-independent color space, instead of
implicitly encoding CST in the network weights and degrading the generalization capacity of the trained model to
unseen sensors. Additionally, we introduced expert knowledge about color correction into the proposed method by
employing image-to-parameters modules that can also improve the performance in case CST matrices are unavailable. We performed extensive experiments to validate that
the proposed method can improve detection results in crosssensor and cross-detector setups. Finally, we contributed
a raw image object detection dataset publicly available for
task-based benchmarking of future low-light image restoration and low-light object detection.
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